
Following extensive research and laboratory testing, various international patents have  
been awarded for the advanced Howden HC Element™ profiles. Heat transfer elements 
incorporating the HC Element™ profiles are now available in a variety of configurations  
to meet every fuel and performance requirement.

The HC Element™ profiles utilise flow channels 
parallel to the axis of the heater and introduce 
a revolutionary transverse herringbone sheet 
which eliminates cold corner problems and 
skew flow within each individual channel, 
optimising performance across the entire 
surface. Unlike any other element profiles,  
the Howden HC Element™ also eliminate  
the low velocity areas which promote fouling.  
It is also available in enamelled versions with  
a smooth and vitreous surface that reduces  
the adhesion of surface deposits.

While other modern element designs set  
out to address the problems of skew flow by 
using individual, physically closed channels  
to constrain flow and promote soot blower 
penetration, this is a partial solution at best. 
Inevitably manufacturing difficulties produce 
element packs that are irregularly spaced  
and difficult to pack tightly. The Howden HC 
Element™ design provide an aerodynamically 
closed profile that both promotes the 
penetration of soot blower jets and produces  
a higher thermal performance. Consequently, 
the same duties can now be achieved by  
using wider pitched or shallower elements.

Unlike most other elements, HC Element™  
are also dimensionally consistent and  
can be safely subjected to a much higher 
packing pressure producing rigid, fatigue 
resistant packs.
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The Howden HC Element™.



Key features

Transverse herringbone pattern of undulated 
sheets eliminates skew flow and channels 
soot blower jets.

Advanced design equalises flow across  
the elements.

Symmetrical design means all flow channels 
have equal area.

The ratio of channel size to the height of the 
undulations is designed to produce enough 
turbulence to optimise heat transfer at 
minimal pressure drop.

Reduced fouling as a result of uniform 
velocities, better penetration of soot blower 
jets and absence of pinch points.

Material specification and element design 
combine to make online cleaning by high 
pressure water jets a cost effective and 
viable solution.

The high stiffness, well supported element 
pack is highly resistant to fatigue damage 
from soot blowing.

Enamelled versions produce a high level of 
corrosion resistance.

More support points and high compression 
packing prevents enamel damage and 
maximises element life.

Improved cleanability

In the diagram below, the inner blue circle represents the diameter of a standard soot blower 
nozzle and the outer circle shows the diameter of the soot blower jet as it impacts on the 
elements. With the DU element profile, the jet is spread across a large number of plates and 
enters a tortuous flow path. It also tends to expand sideways, again diminishing the cleaning 
effect. The HC Element™ channels contain the jet energy, resulting in more effective cleaning.
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For information about other Howden air  
& gas handling products/services for the 
global power industry, please visit our 
website: www.howden.com
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With straight-through corrugations that promote improved 
cleaning and combat pressure drop drift, our HC Element™ 
provide superior fouling and pluggage resistance and better 
resistance to fatigue damage from soot blowing.


